Alison Lalieu
Leadership Performance Expert
Executive NeuroCoach. Mentor. Facilitator. Trainer.
Emotional Intelligence Advanced Practitioner.
Certified Dare to Lead TM Facilitator.
Conversational Intelligence © Practitioner
Qualifications
• Certified Dare to Lead TM Facilitator (Brené
Brown)
• Advanced Emotional Intelligence
Practitioner & Preferred Partner (Six Seconds)
As the Chief Emotions Officer (CEO) of UBalancer Solutions, Alison is the founder
• Conversational Intelligence Practitioner ©
and leader of a community of skilled Executive EQ and NeuroCoaches who work with
(WBECS Creating WE Institute)
a broad range of clients across Australia and Overseas. As a Preferred Partner of the
• Flow Consultant (Entrepreneurs Institute)
global EQ network, Six Seconds, Alison is passionate about bringing her Noble goal
• Associate Certified Coach (ACC) with the
to life each and every day through “igniting courage and curiosity in herself and
International Coach Federation (ICF)
others for a kinder and more connected world”.
• NeuroLeadership Brain-based Coach (NLI)
• Master of Counselling (QUT 2009)
Alison recently authored a ground-breaking, transformational EQ profiling report,
• BSC Physiotherapy (WITS University, SA)
the Six Seconds Emotional Intelligence - Leading Through Change (SEI LTC), a robust,
meaningful and practical framework to better equip leaders with the self-awareness
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and tools to navigate and lead well through change and bring their teams along on a
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positive, exciting and energising journey. The publishing of this world-class report
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has positioned Alison as one of the most sought after Change Leadership content
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matter experts in Australia and Overseas.
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Alison is passionate about developing emotionally intelligent, AGILE leaders who are
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skilled in the art and neuroscience of conversation, who foster safe and trusting
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cultures in an innovative, creative, engaging and fun way. She draws on world-class
MercerBell
tools, frameworks and strategies to support leaders to improve relationships,
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communication, confidence, influence, engagement, well-being and most
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importantly performance.
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She is also a Flow and Performance Consultant with the global Entrepreneurs
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Institute, and skilled in helping leaders to grow trust and ‘flow’ with their teams,
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partners and customers.
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Alison is a highly acclaimed, specialised and experienced Executive Emotional
Intelligence (EQ), Conversational Intelligence © and NeuroCoach, who is deeply
passionate about revitalising leaders and teams to thrive.

Alison works internationally, facilitating workshops & training in Korea, South Africa,
India, UK, New Zealand, Singapore and the United Arab Emirates. She was a speaker
at the Six Seconds 2018 EQ summit in Dubai and delivered keynotes at the University
of Queensland, Griffith University, (Australia), Sarina Russo Institute (Australia),
Amity University (United Arab Emirates), the Department of Human Services
(Canberra) and 2018 DEX Conference (Sydney).
Alison is based in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia.
Testimonial
“Alison is a masterful guide who has supported me through a life-changing leadership
experience. Along the way I have unearthed the values that drive me, identified the
source of my intrinsic motivation, discovered my leadership blind spots and gained
insight into how I can be more influential. Alison exposed me to both a conceptual
framework for NeuroLeadership and the practical tools to support me to be an
inspiring leader who creates an environment in which high performance, creativity
and agility can flourish. Alison is an extremely knowledgeable and compassionate
coach who supports you to better understand yourself. I would thoroughly
recommend working with Alison if you want to be not only an effective leader, but an
inspiring one.”
Trish Johnston: Assistant Secretary, Communications Branch
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Australia

Areas of Interest
Courageous, purposeful Leadership
Thriving through change
Family
Travel & experiencing new cultures
Why Coaching?
“I am passionate about connecting leaders to their
potential so that the world feels renewed leadership
presence, infused with values and purpose.
I view Coaching as an inspirational, shared journey of
discovery and I truly enjoy providing clients with the
chance to explore and create a road map to bring
their personal and professional leadership
aspirations to life.
My hope is for my clients to thrive, and I feel thankful
to be in a position to motivate & champion them as
they strive toward attaining their dream, no matter
what that may be”.
LinkedIn
http://www.linkedin.com/in/alisonlalieu

